Enter to win an iPad at the health and safety trade show

The trade show is open from 8:00am to 3:30pm in the Confederation Centre Concourse.

Welcome - WCB Chair Nancy Guptill

8:45am-9:00am

Key Note Speaker Jacques Demers

3:00pm-4:30pm

Former NHL Coach | Hockey Commentator | Literacy Advocate

Throughout his storied career, Jacques Demers built a name as one of the most successful coaches in the National Hockey League. After hundreds of on-ice victories across Canada and the United States, Demers went on to a thriving career as a television sports commentator. Yet during all those years behind the bench and in front of the camera, he managed to hide a remarkable fact - he could neither read nor write. Sharing his incredible story, Demers inspires others to have the courage to confront, and conquer, their greatest fears and sheds light on the thousands of people who, like him, unjustly suffer through illiteracy.

Demers was the coach for the Quebec Nordiques, Detroit Red Wings, St. Louis Blues, and Montreal Canadiens for more than twenty years. During his career, his teams advanced to the conference finals on numerous occasions. He coached the Canadiens to a Stanley Cup win in 1993, and he twice received the Jack Adams.

Demers released his biography in 2005 entitled, En toutes lettres (All Spelled Out), written by sports writer Mario LeClerc. A frequent commentator on CBC and TSN, Demers is a regular analyst and columnist for RDS in Quebec. In 2007, Demers was named the 100th most influential personality in hockey by The Hockey News, and he was appointed to the Senate by Prime Minister Stephen Harper in 2009.

Visit www.wcb.pe.ca to register.
Registration deadline is May 1, 2015
Book early - spaces are limited!
Developing and Supporting Return to Work Programs in Your Workplace

Prevention is the best defence against workplace injuries but when an injury does occur, helping employees remain at work or return to work in a safe and timely way benefits everyone involved. Work is good for physical and mental health and well-being. This workshop will outline the benefits to both employers and employees of having return to work programs in place in your workplace. The workshop will provide information about types of return to work programs, how to develop safe return to work programs and how to support employees who are participating in return to work programs.

Workshop Leaders: Dawn Bradley and Kelly Heydens
Dawn is the Manager of Worker Services for the Workers Compensation Board of Prince Edward Island and has been with the Board for 10 years. Dawn has several years of experience in the Human Resources field, as well as experience as a Case Coordinator with the WCB. In her current role as Manager of Worker Services, she works closely with the Worker Services Team in helping to provide direction and understanding to workers and employers about the benefits of a timely and safe return to work.

Kelly is the Return to Work Services Coordinator for the Workers Compensation Board of Prince Edward Island, and has been in this role for four years. Kelly has been involved in the compensation system for over 13 years having worked in a variety of roles at the Workplace Safety and Insurance Board of Ontario. Kelly is also a member of the Holland College Adult Education Advisory Board. Kelly has a strong commitment to assisting both workers and employers during the return to work process.
Building Collaborative Workplaces

The Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety recognizes that conflict and stress can lead to behaviours or emotional states that contribute to accidents and injuries. When people are experiencing stress, they are more likely to:

- become distracted;
- make errors in judgment;
- put their bodies under physical stress, increasing the potential for strains and sprains; and
- fail in normal activities that require hand-eye or foot-eye coordination.

Actively reducing conflict and increasing collaboration in the workplace can decrease the likelihood of injury and accidents caused by stress from conflict. Collaboration is the art of working with a focus on both good relationships and good solutions. In her twenty years as an interest-based collaboration facilitator in interpersonal, workplace and organizational conflict, problem solving and planning, Kirstin Lund has identified some key basic truths about effective collaboration. She will share that learning, along with a key skill of collaboration, in this 90-minute workshop.

**Workshop Leader:** Kirstin Lund

Kirstin Lund, B.A., LL.B., is the CEO of Settlements Inc., providing service as a mediator, facilitator, and conflict resolution consultant and trainer since 1996. A faculty member of the UPEI Centre for Conflict Resolution Studies since 1998, Kirstin worked collaboratively to develop its nationally recognized certificate program. Kirstin has designed and taught numerous courses in collaboration skills, mediation, conflict resolution and communication and is a mediation skills assessor for UPEI and Family Mediation Canada.

*Nutrition Break*  
10:30am-10:45am

**Second Sessions**  
10:45am-12:15pm

Raise the Bar on Workplace Safety

Safety culture starts with the way employees at all levels think, feel and believe about safety. It’s more than just being in compliance with safety laws. This session will help employers understand the demonstrated benefits and characteristics of a safety-centered environment, ways to measure it, and the potential challenges and various approaches to continuous safety improvement.

**Workshop Leader:** Lori Wakelin

Lori Wakelin is an Education Consultant at the Workers Compensation Board. She has been serving Islanders in this role since 2007, educating workers and employers in PEI of their occupational health and safety requirements under the workplace safety laws. Lori is born and raised in PEI, and enjoys living the slower-paced Island way of life with her husband and young daughter. She holds a Bachelors Degree in Science from UPEI and a Teaching Certificate for Adult Learners from Holland College. She is currently pursuing a Certificate in Occupational Health & Safety online through Ryerson University in Ontario.

Young Voices in the Room

If young workers were given a chance to speak, what safety concerns might they raise? What questions would they have? And, what advice would you have to give them about staying safe at work? This is your chance to participate in a conversation with some of the smart, young members of our PEI workforce. For this session, several students enrolled in the WCB’s OHS Leadership program will participate in a panel discussion on young worker safety. You get to hear their thoughts and questions about workplace safety, and they get to hear yours.

**Workshop Leader:** Clare Waddell

For the past seven years, Clare has been employed with the Workers Compensation Board of PEI as the Youth Education Consultant. Clare’s efforts to promote workplace health and safety among young workers, and employers of young workers includes delivering classroom presentations and workshops at the junior high, senior high and college levels; developing teacher resources; and organizing the annual Skills Canada competition.
WHMIS After GHS - Current Status and Resources

WHMIS will be changing soon and workplaces need to start planning for WHMIS After GHS (Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals). Learn how WHMIS will change based on proposed (and perhaps final) regulations. The new rules will affect hazard classes, Safety Data Sheets (SDSs), and labels. Employers will face a number of challenges including new worker training. Get answers to frequently asked questions and find out about helpful new resources.

Workshop Leader: Jennifer Dipper
Jennifer Dipper is a Technical Specialist, Chemical Services Unit at the Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (CCOHS). In 2005, Jennifer became an integral part of the chemical team, helping to write and research many chemical information profiles for the CHEMINFO database. Jennifer is a key member of the development team for CANWrite™, CCOHS' SDS Authoring software, as well as the content lead for CANLabel, CCOHS' web-based labelling software. Jennifer has also participated in a number of other projects researching and preparing content on health and safety issues related to chemicals, hazard communication, legislation, guidelines and standards as well as best practices. In addition to researching and writing OSH Answers fact sheets and editing CCOHS publications, she serves as a member of the Inquiries Service handling health and safety-related inquiries from the public. Jennifer received her Honours Toxicology degree (B.Sc.) in Biomedical Toxicology from the University of Guelph.

Laughing Matters!

Laughing Matters looks at the role that laughter and playfulness play in our lives, both on the job and at home. Laughing and playing together encourages relationship and camaraderie between people and this ultimately builds teams and reduces conflict. The benefits to your organization include increased productivity and morale, and decreased stress, absenteeism and employee burnout. Participants not only learn about how important laughter and playfulness are, they will experience it. Find your JoySpot! Laughter guaranteed.

Workshop Leader: Carol Ann Fried
Carol Ann Fried is a professional speaker, facilitator, consultant and coach. With an M.Ed. in Counselling Psychology from McGill and a B.A. (Honours) in Psychology, Sociology and Romance Languages from Dalhousie, she has enjoyed faculty appointments at UBC and McGill. She loves cats, dogs and Saltspring Island, BC and is frequently seen eating jalapeno potato chips dipped in nonfat yoghurt.

Dangers of Distracted and Drug-Impaired Driving

Distracted and drug-impaired driving affects the safety of Islanders. This session will highlight the dangers as well as the consequences of distracted and drug-impaired driving and offer strategies to help address these concerns in your own workplace.

Workshop Leader: Constable Ron Kennedy
Cst. Ron Kennedy has been a member of Charlottetown Police Services for approximately 18 years. Cst. Kennedy is currently in the position of Traffic Coordinator and is the Senior Collision Reconstructionist with the Department. During his career, Cst. Kennedy has been involved in numerous types of investigations including impaired driving investigations. Cst. Kennedy is a senior breathalyzer technician within the Department and frequently instructs at the Atlantic Police Academy as a senior technician on the BAC Datamaster C Course. Cst. Kennedy taught on DRE courses in Jacksonville, Florida October 2013, Phoenix Arizona October 2014 and November 2014. As well, Cst. Kennedy has conducted several education sessions involving the DRE Program to various community groups and schools. Cst. Kennedy is a Drug Awareness Officer and conducts regular presentations in schools and to the community.

Lunch Buffet in Memorial Hall
12:15pm-1:15pm

Third Sessions
1:15pm-2:45pm
Interviewing for Incident and Accident Investigations

This session will walk you through the process of how the Occupational Health & Safety (OHS) Act and associated Regulations are created and enforced by the OHS Division of the WCB. Learn about what regulatory compliance looks like in PEI and what you can expect when an OHS officer visits your workplace. Then, find out why regulatory compliance alone may not always be enough and what you can do to prevent workplace injuries.

Workshop Leader: Dana Rodden
Dana Rodden has more than three decades of experience as a practitioner and trainer in the criminal justice field. In that time, he has conducted hundreds of seminars. Dana is recognized for his dynamic presentations, in-depth knowledge of human behaviour, and commitment to update his programs with the most current research and practices. He was certified as a Neurolinguistic Practitioner in 1988. He has researched and applied the principles of neurolinguistics and statement analysis to investigative interviewing, as well as shared his insights in these continually evolving programs for the past twenty two years. He acts as a consultant to both the private and public sectors in the development of training programs and in case investigation. Mr. Rodden holds a B.A. Degree from Simon Fraser University.

Chasing the Dragon: Substance Abuse in the Workplace. Where to Start and What to do?

Got drugs? If you think you don’t, you’re sadly mistaken. Substance abuse is a reality – in the personal and professional lives of many people. Whether or not it’s acknowledged and/or discussed is the tip of the iceberg. Learning about key issues and exploring proactive strategies to address this expanding workplace challenge will guide you along the path to a safer and healthier workplace.

Workshop Leader: Nadine Wentzell
Nadine Wentzell is a pharmacist, consultant, speaker, and author with over 25 years of experience addressing workplace health and safety issues related to the misuse of drugs and alcohol. She highlights the many faces of substance abuse, the hidden and obvious consequences, and the multi-faceted impact on business operations. From her perspective as a workplace drug and alcohol consultant and educator, Nadine shares her expertise, guidance and resources to promote a comprehensive approach to this critical workplace reality.

A Global Workforce on PEI: Improving cross-cultural communication and inclusion

The PEI Association for Newcomers to Canada (PEIANC), the Island’s largest immigrant settlement agency, assists new immigrants and refugees with settling and integrating into Canadian society by providing programs, services, resources, and community connections. This presentation will focus on immigration on PEI, the change in PEI’s population, who is coming here and the importance of the retention of immigrants to our Island. We will also focus on the challenges newcomers face in coming to Canada and in the workplace, employers’ rights and responsibilities, and how understanding cultural differences and communication styles can greatly improve interactions.

Workshop Leaders: Amy MacLean and Greg Anderson
Amy MacLean is an Employment Counsellor for the Employment Assistance Service (EAS) at the PEIANC. Amy has her B.A. in Psychology as well as the Resume and Job Search Coach Certificate from the Winnipeg Transitions Center. She has worked in counseling roles for over ten years and has been working as an employment counselor with the PEIANC since 2009. Amy is passionate about assisting newcomer clients to reach their professional goals in Canada.

Greg Anderson is a Multicultural Educator with the PEIANC. Greg’s role is to educate communities, schools and businesses on multiculturalism and diversity, and provide cultural awareness training and programs designed to combat racism. He has a Masters of Education in Counselling and a Bachelor of Education Degree. Greg has worked with the PEIANC since 2010 and has delivered hundreds of presentations Island-wide.

Nutrition Break and Draw for the iPad!  2:45pm-3:00pm

If you would like more information about the conference and trade show opportunities, please contact Tricia Affleck at 902-368-5697.
大会日程

周五，2015年5月8日
8:00am - 4:30pm
Confederation Centre of the Arts
Charlottetown, PEI

TO REGISTER, visit www.wcb.pe.ca - OR - complete the form below and mail, email or fax it to:
Workplace Health and Safety Conference, Workers Compensation Board of PEI
PO Box 757, Charlottetown, PE  C1A 7L7   Fax: (902) 368-5696   Email: conference@wcb.pe.ca

Contact Information

Name ___________________________________________ Company ______________________________
Job Title ________________________________________ Telephone ____________________________
Address _________________________________________ Email _________________________________
Postal Code _______________________________________

Workshops  On May 8, event registration begins at 8:00am. The trade show is 8:00am-3:30pm. The key note plenary session is 3pm-4:30pm and lunch is served 12:15pm-1:15pm. The rest of the day is a customized learning experience based on your selection of the sessions below. Please indicate a second choice if first option is not available.

Full workshop descriptions are available at www.wcb.pe.ca

1st Session (9:00am-10:30am)

1st Choice 2nd Choice 1st Choice 2nd Choice 1st Choice 2nd Choice
The Face of Workplace Tragedy ☐ ☐ Raise the Bar on Workplace Safety ☐ ☐ Laughing Matters!
Beware of the Chair ☐ ☐ Young Voices in the Room ☐ ☐ Interviewing for Incident and Accident Investigations
Developing Return to Work Programs in Your Workplace ☐ ☐ Dangers of Distracted and Drug-Impaired Driving ☐ ☐ Chasing the Dragon: Substance Abuse in the Workplace
Building Collaborative Workplaces ☐ ☐ WHMIS after GHIS: Current Status and Resources ☐ ☐ A Global Workforce on PEI: Improving Cross-Cultural Communication and Inclusion

2nd Session (10:45am-12:15pm)

1st Choice 2nd Choice

3rd Session (1:15pm-2:45pm)

1st Choice 2nd Choice

Payment Information  Registration is $125 per person (includes luncheon). Payment must be arranged prior to attendance.

Select one:
☐ I will register online at www.wcb.pe.ca and pay with Visa or Mastercard.
☐ Invoice me.

You will receive an email to confirm that your registration has been received. If you wish to receive additional information about the WCB Workplace Health and Safety Conference, please check the box below. You can withdraw your consent at any time.

☐ I agree to receive further information from WCB about this conference and upcoming conferences.

For more information contact Tricia Affleck at 902-368-5697 or toll free in Atlantic Canada, 1-800-237-5049.

Visit the trade show booths for a chance to win an iPad!